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MORTISER TT200LBM 400 V

€2 .913,00 (excl. VAT)

The Mortiser TT200LBM has a fixed drilling table and an adjustable chuck assembly and is equipped with
a miter guide. The chuck assembly can be angled (-45°/+45°). The chuck's direction of rotation is

adjustable.

SKU: 0REBO200LBM2S
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The Mortiser TT200 LBM is a universal machine with a sturdy construction. The longitudinal and transverse
movements of the chuck assembly can be controlled with the steering lever. With this machine, the workpiece
is stationary and the chuck moves. The depth and width of the stop can be adjusted. The chuck assembly can
be angled (-45°/+45°). Easy height adjustment with the hand wheel. The table has a telescopic extension with
rollers, so that larger workpieces can be supported perfectly. The machine has a West-cott chuck up to 20 mm

and a quick-release clamp on the fixed table. It is equipped with a clear miter guide.

A 2-speed motor and a rotor for the fixed positions is also available to order.

Important: the chuck is both left- and right-turning. The direction of rotation is adjustable.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Chuck assembly can be operated in all directions with the steering lever
Chuck assembly can be angled (-45°/+45°)

West-cott chuck up to 20 mm
Table has a telescopic extension with rollers

Height adjustment by handwheel
Equipped with a quick-release clamp to hold the workpiece in place

Clear miter guide
Rotor with 4 fixed positions (16, 22, 32 and 38 mm) (to order)

2-speed motor (to order)
Left- and right-turning chuck (adjustable)

DESCRIPTION

The Mortiser TT200 LBM is a universal machine with a sturdy construction. The longitudinal and transverse
movements of the chuck assembly can be controlled with the steering lever. With this machine, the workpiece
is stationary and the chuck moves. The depth and width of the stop can be adjusted. The chuck assembly can
be angled (-45°/+45°). Easy height adjustment with the hand wheel. The table has a telescopic extension with
rollers, so that larger workpieces can be supported perfectly. The machine has a West-cott chuck up to 20 mm

and a quick-release clamp on the fixed table. It is equipped with a clear miter guide. A 2-speed motor and a
rotor for the fixed positions is also available to order. Important: the chuck is both left- and right-turning. The

direction of rotation is adjustable.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 180 kg

Motor 3 HP
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Voltage 400 V

Worktable 600 x 320 mm

Chuck 20 mm

Longitudinal range 245 mm

Transverse range 205 mm

Vertical range 165 mm

Tilt -45°, 45°, 90°


